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Moving Forward Together
Greetings friends! I hope you are doing well since we last spoke. So much has
happened for APTOR Physical Therapy that we had to print more pages! As our
company grows, we are adding new services and staff that we want to introduce to
you, as well as some easy tips to improve your health. We are even bringing some
home-cooking recipes back by popular demand. In the future, we will continue to

RATHER HAVE E-MAIL?

step up the information we get out to you in these newsletters, but if you want to

J.T. Wilson

In an effort to save paper, time and
postage, we also now currently offer
our newsletters to all of our friends
by e-mail that wish to do so. If you
would like to receive your newsletters by e-mail, send a request to
J.T. at:

Patient Representative

jwilson@aptorrehabservices.com

know more, have something you would like to see, or maybe your own special recipe, please let us know. This newsletter is for you: our friends, and we absolutely
value your input.
Your friend,
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Massage Therapy:
Relief & Relaxation
We at APTOR are happy to announce the
expansion of our massage services in
Tuscaloosa with the addition of a new

Helping Hands

licensed massage therapist

Chances are, there is someone you
know right now who could benefit
from physical therapy. You could be
doing them a favor by letting them
know that there is a place they can
come to for the support and friendship to make their lives less painful.
If you want to help, call or have
them give us a call (205)345-4441.
We can provide all the information
needed to get them started toward
eliminating pain and you will have
helped us help them.

Parkview Center facility.

Helping others is it's own reward,
but we aren't blind to the assistance
you can provide our efforts. If you
refer us someone we end up
treating, your name will be entered
into a monthly drawing for a gift
card to a local business! Let's work
together to make life easier for all
of our family and friends.

to our
Jonathan

Wilson has been a practicing massage
therapist since 2004.
Massage Therapy is a gentle procedure
that relieves pain, facilitates injury
healing, and helps reduce re-injury. In

pain that can outlast the original
cause. Some examples are headaches
and lower back pain.

some cases therapeutic massage can

Massage is also a great way to relieve

reduce or eliminate the need for medica-

stress even without a doctor referral.

tion or surgery. Besides relieving pain,

The benefits of a relaxing massage can

improving circulation and releasing tight

improve your mood and your overall

muscles, therapeutic massage improves

health.

joint motion by stimulating the production of natural lubricants.

If you would like to schedule an appointment, call Robin at (205)345-

Massage can help heal injuries such as

4441. Or give the gift of relaxation to

tendinitis, ligament/muscle strains, and

someone you care about: we also offer

inflammation. It also relieves secondary

massage gift cards!

Technology
Solutions
for Non-Profits
Ingredients:
Directions


1. Peel and chop onions, wash and cut carrots, potatoes and pickles into ½” to 1” pieces.
2. Cut chuck roast into stew-sized chunks and evenly coat with Kitchen Bouquet© browning
Suscipit,
vicis
praesent
erat
feugait
epulae,
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enim consequat genitus at. Sed, conventio, aliquip accumsan adipiscing
 Kitchen Bouquet© browning
sauce
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mixingduis
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auguesauce
blandit minim abbas oppeto commov.
3. In a large skillet, cook onions in butter or oil until almost soft. Add meat chunks and sear until

3
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 Half a bag of red potatoes
5. About an hour before the crock pot is finished, place the potatoes, carrots and remaining beef
 2 cans
onion
soup
Suscipit,
vicisFrench
praesent
erat
feugait epulae, validus indoles duis enim consequat genitus at. Sed, conventio, aliquip accumsan adipiscinbroth in a large pot. Bring to a simmer and cook until potatoes and carrots are soft.
 2minim
quartsabbas
beef broth
landit
oppeto commov.
6. When crock pot roast is complete, (meat should pull apart easily with a fork) pour crock pot
 Half a jar of dill pickle spears
contents into the potato/carrot pot.
 Butter or oil
7. Allow the full stew pot to simmer for a short time while adding salt and pepper to taste, and
 Salt & Pepper
sprinkle flour until stew is desired consistency.
 Flour
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1 medium to large chuck
roast

New Year’s Resolutions: Exercise
Weight Loss Strategies to Help You Keep Your Promises to Yourself
Extra pounds can translate into decreased energy and a decline in overall fitness. As evidence, excess body fat has been linked with ailments like coronary heart disease, high blood
pressure, osteoporosis, diabetes and others. Consequently, as we consider New Year's resolutions, we must choose an exercise regimen that we can successfully maintain throughout
the year. With the help of an exercise program, it is easier to lose weight or maintain a
current weight level.
Livening Your Lifestyle
With the benefit of modem technologies, many Americans lead a passive lifestyle in their
work and recreation environments. But exercise is one of the most important elements for
overall fitness. If you don't already have a regular exercise program, start one. If you lead a
passive lifestyle, liven it up with more exercise. It is easy to supplement your exercise activities with a host of recreational pursuits such as gardening, bowling or social dancing. You can
also put more "steps" into your day by walking to a nearby grocery store, parking several
blocks from the office or using the stairs instead of the elevator.
Complementing a Weight Loss Program with Exercise
Weight loss may represent a #1 priority on the New Year's resolution list. If it does, consider
that exercise can help build muscle tissue and reduce body fat. It is important to note that
fat does not "turn into" muscle, as is so often discussed. Fat and muscle are completely
different and can not be turned into one another. While exercise may stimulate the need for
increased intake, the higher level of exercise (or output) will balance the need for increased
food. In some instances, vigorous exercise can suppress appetite. Physical activity can also
be used as a beneficial substitute for in between meal snacking, offering a healthy solution
to more passive activities.
Tips for A Successful Exercise Initiative
1. Adopt a specific plan and write it down.
2. Set realistic goals as you go along.
3. Keep a log to record progress.

Alisha Sellers
Physical Therapy Aide
Featured on this issue’s cover, Alisha
Sellers represents one half of the
wonderful mother/daughter duo
opposite Clarissa Sellers that assist
our staff at our Parkview Center
facility in Tuscaloosa.
Alisha has been a part of the APTOR
team since 2010. As a physical therapy aide, she is responsible for
assisting our licensed staff with
patient interaction and maintaining
our proud facility. Alisha is full of
youthful energy and cheerfulness
that she channels into her work,
brightening the spirits of everyone
she meets.

4. Include weight in your log.
5. Upgrade your fitness program as you progress.
6. Recruit support of family and friends.
7. Share your success with others.
8. Avoid injuries - pace yourself.
9. Perform appropriate warm-up and
cool down.
10. Reward yourself.
So if the extra holiday pounds are getting you down, recognize that you can take steps in the
new year to start an exercise program that can help you slim down and boost your overall
fitness. Add more activity to your day and "liven your life" with activity. Pick a plan that you
can enjoy and have fun!
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Return service requested
526 14th Street
Tuscaloosa, AL 35401
Tuscaloosa

Fayette

205.345.4441

205.932.2244

www.APTORREHABSERVICES.com

